
comfort e x p a n d e d



the idea behind comfort e x p a n d e d  
emerged out of a discussion about 
comfort in sportswear with alexandra 
plaza, one of germany’s current best 
performing high jumpers. realizing that 
active wear has nearly perfected materials 
and cuts used in the industry, the 
challenge was to find additional 
suggestions that could make garments 
accessible, comfortable and stylish.
by conducting visual research that focuses 
on textiles, colors and trimmings, comfort 
expanded 
introduces functional ideas which are 
conceptually displayed and left for 
interpretation. the project serves as a 
source for inspiration and ideas - ideally, 
comfort e x p a n d e d  builds a structure 
for an active wear collection or animates 
further research that can lead to one.





the process of choosing fabrics for this concept 
has been guided by conversing with plaza. 
according to her, lightweight fabrics are appealing 
not only due to their weight but also because they 
do not tend to smell as quickly as other fabrics like 
cotton. neoprenes, stretchy synthetics and airy 
lightweights make up most of the swatches. the 
color story, which is supported and underlined by 
the trimmings is a mixture of plazas existing 
wardrobe as well as colors that she feels she is 
lacking.







shorts that can be extended into 
longer pants with a belting system. 
layered over leggins.

scarf that zips at each end to become 
a circle scarf. drawstring enables body 
hugging feature.

clip-belt collects volume that can be 
open or closed at one’s chosing.



drawstring in hem of pants gather 
volume that can be released

zipper instead of buttons allow for 
easier access.



drawstring belt allows for volume to be 
collected that can be opened or 
closed.

additional snap on elements of fabric 
allow for shortening or extending of 
garment.



drawstring in side seams of short 
create controled volume.

skirt that has snappable panels create 
volume and variety of wearability.

exterior clips provide possibility of 
attaching accesories or utensils.



zipper instead of armhole seam makes 
sleeve detachable.

removal hood that features rings at 
end of strings which can hold 
accessories or utensils.
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